WEBCAST

OPEN SOCIETY FOUNDATIONS

Shared Frameworks Pipeline

PART I: THE SOUK

Phase 1: Concept Sharing and Discussion

- Concepts submitted by OSF Staff, Boards, Fellows

Phase 2: Nomination and Development of Proposals

- nominators process every 2-3 months

- 2 weeks

- 3-5 weeks

- SMC selected Process Lead(s)

Phase 3: Selection and Development of Frameworks and Strategies

- Review by President-Appointed Review Committee

- Authorization for development by Global Board

- Approved

- Refine

- Rejected

PART II: IMPLEMENTATION AND ASSESSMENT

Phase 4: Vetting 'Charrette' and Final Global Board Approval

- Process Lead selected Strategy Lead(s)

- 2-3 months

- SMC selected Process Lead(s)

- Lead 1, Lead 2, Lead 3

- STRATEGY

- LEAD 1

- LEAD 2

- LEAD 3

- Budget

- Final approval by Global Board

- Launch of Shared Framework

- Tools provided by the Internal Facilitation Unit (IFU) & Performance Assessment and Learning (PAL) Coordinator

- SELF-ASSESSMENT

- PEER REVIEW

- INDEPENDENT REVIEW

- SOCIAL MEDIA METRICS

- POLLING/SURVEYS

- Progress report

- Community comments

- Annual Assessment by SMC

- Mid-term Assessment by IFU, PAL, SMC, Public

- Quick adjustment

- Team meeting

- Once a year

- Every 6 months

- Once a year

- Generally 4 years